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This research developed a modular, portable, and affordable laboratory kit and accompanying 
curriculum for two controls courses in the General Engineering Department.  The objective is to 
design each kit to be assembled for under $100 while replicating the educational functionality of 
a lab bench in a university controls laboratory.  This will also allow older analog computers to be 
updated with newer technology that is more representative of what is currently used in industry1.  
This hardware kit will replace expensive equipment with an affordable alternative that can be 
easily shipped anywhere in the world and used by students with any computer.  This greatly 
enhances the accessibility of the laboratory experience for students in budget-strapped campus 
laboratories and those participating in distance education or massive open online courses.  The 
current laboratory equipment costs approximately $14,000.  Previous research shows that hands-
on laboratory experiments help students understand and apply course material2.   

Some affordable and transportable laboratory devices for engineering education have already 
been developed, such as the Mobile Studio IOBoard, which is centered on a custom-built board 
that “replicates the functionality of an oscilloscope, function generator, multimeter and power 
supplies” and is primarily used in introductory circuits courses3.  This kit, like the IOBoard, will 
have the potential to enhance learning as well as the accessibility of the laboratory experience to 
students in budget-strapped campus laboratories and those in distance education.   

The kit design initially consists of a Raspberry Pi (a fully functional ARM-based computer that 
is the size of a deck of cards), a DC motor, and the various components required for the GE320 
(Introduction to Control Systems) lab exercises.  Where possible, off-the-shelf components 
should be used to reduce the cost.  Initial prototyping of the kit will be done with an Erector set, 
however parts will eventually be 3-D printed to simplify assembly.  The cost to build this kit is 
approximately $114. 

In addition to the kit, each laboratory group will need a computer with MATLAB/Simulink and a 
network connection to the Raspberry Pi. The license for MATLAB and Simulink have not been 
included in the cost of either lab setup because it is assumed that a school with an existing 
controls curriculum will already have a site license. 

A kit has been developed that will replace the technical functionality of four out of the six labs 
for GE320.  It is currently about $30 over the target, however with bulk ordering and diligent 
price comparisons the kit cost could be reduced even further.  GE320 Lab 2 could not be 
replicated with this kit, at this time it is not clear if the educational objectives it to be included in 
the curriculum.  This lab could be replaced or the one (or two) of the DC power supplies could 
be made available for students to use to complete the exercise.  The impact of the use of this kit 
to student outcomes has not yet been assessed and is planned in future work. 
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